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REACHING AND POSITIVELY
INFLUENCING PEOPLE OF COLOR

Since 1990, MEE has been engaged in an
array of research-based public education
campaigns related to populations of color,
particularly African Americans and
low-income urban youth. The bot-
tom line of these efforts is to 
positively influence residents in
urban communities across the
country and around the globe.
There are many social, economic
and moral challenges which men
and women of color face at the
approach of the new millennium.
Each campaign is designed to
make a difference in facing some of
those challenges and in improving
the lives of the individuals they touch.

MEE has designed and implement-
ed multi-level public health educa-
tion campaigns for intervention
practitioners serving African American
and Latino youth; low-income
women; gay, bisexual and hetero-
sexual people of color; and men
who have sex with men (MSMs). 

MEE'S APPROACH TO
COMMUNITY HEALTH
MARKETING

In community health projects focusing on
public education and awareness, MEE's
communication research is used as the
basis for creating and conducting successful
campaigns that inform residents, create
awareness and empower communities.
These campaigns feature key components
of our unique marketing approach: 1)  They
augment or altogether bypass traditional
communications channels, taking messages
directly into the community where the target
audience lives, socializes and receives ser-
vices; and 2) They reflect the oral communi-
cations culture (see back panel) that
describes how many people of color
process information and new ideas.

MEE's comprehensive public health cam-
paigns address both the target audiences
and the secondary audiences that have con-
tact with and influence over the primary 
audience. These include family, peers, com-
munity members, media, service-providing

organizations and other
professional agencies.

Our public health campaigns combine both
traditional and non-traditional forms of com-
munication to deliver the key messages.
Campaign components include either one or
more of the following:  1) peer-to-peer com-
munications, using MEE's Peer Group
Leadership Model; 2) radio advertising and
promotions; 3) development and placement
of "cinema vignettes" in movie theaters; 4)
partnering with community-based organiza-
tions for outreach and support of communi-
ty-based events; and 5) dissemination of
information and materials via community
action teams (CATs).

MEE'S HIV & REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH RIGHTS CAMPAIGNS

MEE has designed and implemented
HIV/AIDS prevention, testing and treatment
campaigns for communities of color.  This

depth of experience with both
youth and young adults has shaped
communication and media projects
funded by Agouron Pharmaceuticals,
Inc., SmithKline Beecham, the City
of Philadelphia's AIDS Activities
Coordinating Office (AACO), and
the National Institute of Health's
(NIH) "Project TREAT."   (See box for
information on a free HIV video - "Life
Is What You Make It" - currently in dis-
tribution.)

Outside of HIV, MEE has also been
commissioned to research,

design and implement a cultur-
ally sensitive, public educa-

tion campaign in
Philadelphia to increase
awareness of emergency
contraception (EC) options
among low-income, sin-
gle, African American
females, ages 18-30.

This pilot campaign is
based on the theme "the

right to know."  Many women
we talked to were surprised and

angry that healthcare profession-
als had failed to present all the available
choices for preventing unplanned pregnan-
cies.  Rather than assuming that we know
what women want in making choices about
their lives and bodies, MEE asked, and is using
that information to help empower them.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR
COMMUNICATING WITH AT-RISK
URBAN POPULATIONS

In summary, MEE focuses on how urban
populations see their world and the world

...Continued on page 2
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Values: Where do we get them?  Where do
we go for the answers to our daily chal-
lenges?  And how do our values affect our
behavior, buying and other lifestyle deci-
sions?  That is the underlying theme that runs
through this issue of UrbanTrends. MEE's
work over the past decade has proven that
to successfully influence people in urban
communities, you have to first understand
the historical and cultural contexts that
shapes their beliefs, values and their choices.

Some people of color look for answers in the
church, others within their extended family, and
others to their ancient heritage. In this issue,
we address both the historical and contempo-
rary sources of values for urban audiences and
how they impact their intimate relationships,
sexuality and spirituality. We also present the
conflicting “value messages” that young Black
males receive about what it means to be "a
man." 

Celebrating Kwanzaa, a year-end cultural hol-
iday, is a contemporary choice that more and
more individuals and families are making to
embrace the values and principles they
believe.  This trend opens a new list of mar-
keting opportunities for organizations who
want to reach and influence positive-thinking
people.

Together, these articles present insights that
can provide direction to marketing efforts tar-
geting urban populations. As the buying
power of people of color continues to
increase, more and more efforts to capture
their dollars are being launched.

UrbanTrends continues to grow with the
times. Beginning with this issue, you can get
an online version of UrbanTrends anytime,
anywhere, through MEE's web site,
www.meeproductions.com. Subscribers can
access not only the current edition, but also
extended versions of archival articles and
links to web sites related to innovative com-
munications projects. The password (values)
is also imbedded in this hard copy version. 

Keep sending us your feedback, so that
UrbanTrends can continue to work for you.

Sincerely,

Ivan J. Juzang
President

FromTheEditor
Community Health  (continued)
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Going Into The Light: The Spirit Still Leads & Heals

Spirituality and religion have always
played a significant role in the lives of
African Americans. Slavery, the church
and its faith were instrumental in surviving
plantation life.  Later, the church and its
leaders were also a catalyst for progress
during the '60s civil rights movement.
Today, the church still produces many of
our champions of social and political
change of the '90s. 

Many African Americans believe that no
matter how bad things are and no matter
how hard life gets, a "higher power" can
provide support and solace.  This "higher
power" is manifested through a belief in
the power of prayer and meditation, a
belief often passed on from generation to
generation.  The belief that, as a popular
gospel song rejoices, "He may not come
when you want Him, but He'll be there
right on time." 

Some African Americans also have a
strong belief in the use of natural family
remedies in personal healing.  They may
even put such faith in spiritual healing that
they trust it more than traditional medi-
cine.  Even when facing a possibly fatal
medical condition, they may continue to
prefer alternative medical treatments. 

No matter one's personal beliefs, "having
faith" must be given merit, because for
many it has managed to continuously sus-
tain a people, from generation to genera-
tion, throughout lifetimes of crisis, trials
and tribulation.  That spirit has helped to

around them.  When dealing with urban
audiences and African Americans, mes-
sage designers cannot underestimate the
significance of "how you say it."
Developing a cultural and communication
environment that relates to the target audi-
ence on their terms is the key to an effec-
tive market strategy.  Not understanding
the dynamics of urban populations invari-
ably causes a failure to communicate.
MEE's communication and marketing rep-
utation stems from conducting qualitative
research that elicits informative, accurate
and authentic responses.

You can find out more about MEE's
campaigns and our innovative
approaches at our web site.  Learn
more on emergency contraception by
calling 1-888-NOT-2-LATE, or check-
ing out the web site http://opr.prince-
ton.edu/ec/.  Contact MEE directly to
get a free video focusing on HIV treat-
ment issues for African Americans and
Latinos/as, either at our web site,
www.meeproductions.com, or by call-
ing us at 1-877-MEE-PROD.

define African American values from
the moment of arrival on these shores.

i  Clergy within Philadelphia's
Black churches that represent about
300,000 members announced that
they would fight the HIV/AIDS epi-
demic within the Black community
from the pulpit.  In addition to
stepped-up outreach by city-funded
agencies, Black ministers will preach
about AIDS during Sunday sermons
and encourage churchgoers to get
tested for HIV.  In Philadelphia,
African Americans represented 70%
of all cases diagnosed in 1998.  The
project, dubbed Project New
Covenant, is funded by Bristol-Myers
Squibb Co., which manufacturers
several AIDS medications.  

(The Philadelphia Inquirer)

i  A 1996 study found that 50% of
gospel radio listeners were between
the ages of 25 and 44.  Gospel's
growing popularity has been helped
along by new, young gospel singers
who have brought a youthful image
to the old sound.  The group God's
Property performs in hip-hop
clothes, vocalist/songwriter Yolanda
Adams wears her hair in braids and
is always seen in cutting-edge fash-
ions.  These performers, and others
like them, are redefining what is
acceptable for gospel's image.

(Black Enterprise)
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Focusing on a Cultural TrendThe "LIFE IS WHAT    

YOU MAKE IT
TM

" Video

During the '60s, Dr. Maulana Karenga, one
of the leading theorists on "Black Power,"
felt that it was necessary to create a cultur-
al celebration to promote a "return to the
original source of values" for African
Americans.  Dr. Karenga also wanted to
create a holiday that would rebuild and
strengthen family and community but was
not hero-based or religious in background.  
Thus, in 1966, Kwanzaa was born.

Kwanzaa is a celebration that focuses on
two cultural highlights of the African
American community: 

(1) The importance of relationships; and 
(2) The healing power of universal principles  

and spirituality.

Often, African American "families" consist
of so-called "aunts" and "uncles" who are
not blood relatives, but who exhibit all of
the care, concern and loyalty that are nat-
ural to biological families.  This extended
family is a true manifestation of the African
proverb that teaches, "It takes a village to
raise a child."  From a morals perspective,
spirituality and universal principles (values)
have always played a significant role in the
lives of African Americans.  (See "The Spirit
Still Leads and Heals.") Considering these
two elements, Kwanzaa provides a variety
of trend setting opportunities for both pub-
lic and private organizations that are inter-
ested in reaching the African American
community: 

▲ Kwanzaa is a positive, uplifting experi-
ence that targets African Americans, 
young and old, rich or poor;

▲ Kwanzaa is an excellent foundation for 
any culturally-relevant marketing strategy;

▲ Kwanzaa provides communicators with
an opportunity to be part of a phenom-
enon whose popularity and acceptance
is steadily increasing; and

▲ As an early adapter, an organization can 
support Kwanzaa at a relatively nominal 
cost.

Kwanzaa is usually celebrated from
December 26 to January 1.  The seven
principles of Kwanzaa: unity, self-determi-
nation, collective work and responsibility,
cooperative economics, purpose, creativity
and faith, are not just for the holiday sea-
son, but are being embraced year round in
the African American community. As one
community leader put it, "Once you learn
the 'why' and the 'how,' you will always 
celebrate Kwanzaa and its principles."
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The video is a 23-minute program designed
to stimulate dialogue around helping HIV
positive individuals make informed decisions
about treatment options.  It provides an
insightful look into the lives of adult persons
living with HIV/AIDS, as they familiarize them-
selves with the latest treatment regimens and
work to maintain positive attitudes.  The goal
is to help viewers anticipate issues they are
likely to encounter when making treatment-
decisions and implementing a regimen.  It
allows people living with HIV/AIDS to feel that
their experiences are valuable and that their
often-hidden concerns and anxieties about
treatment are legitimate.

For information on the
"Life is What You Make ItTM" 

video and related support materials, contact
MEE at 1-877-MEE-PROD 

or visit the web site at 
www.meeproductions.com. 

"Life is What You Make It" is a registered
trademark of Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

i Some companies are expanding
their campaigns to include ethnic
holidays and festivals like Kwanzaa
and the Lunar New Year as a way to
build credibility and broaden their
appeal to ethnic consumers who
have a rapidly accelerating amount
of purchasing power.  McDonald's
Corporation is running Kwanzaa ads
in New York that do not show a sin-
gle Big Mac, as a way to show the
company as understanding and
respecting African Americans' sense
of family and community.  

(The New York Times)

For More Information:  www.meekwanzaakit.com



JustTheFacts
h  Black women are more than four
times as likely to die of pregnancy-
related complications than white
women, researchers for the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention report.  The morality rate
for Black women was 19.6 deaths per
100,000 births, while 5.3 whites died
per 100,000 births.        (USA Today)

h  A scientific study of 700 mostly
white doctors suggested that when it
comes to heart care, Blacks and
women get unequal treatment.  The
study reported that Black women with
chest pains were about 40% less likely
to get a standard test for heart disease
than white men. (USA Today, NEJM)

h  African American teens are dispro-
portionately affected by HIV, other
sexually-transmitted diseases (STDs)
and pregnancy:

1. African-American teens account
for 78% of all gonorrhea cases
among people ages 15-19; they
make up 96% of all adolescent
cases of syphilis.
2. African-American youth make
up 46% of all adolescent AIDS
cases; they are more likely to
have contracted the virus through
sexual activity.

(U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

h  Three reasons why the buying
power of Black Americans will contin-
ue to expand rapidly over the next ten
years (well beyond the $500 billion in
1998).  The Black population is rising
and is expected to continue growing (it
increased over 50% since 1970 and is
projected to grow another 38% by
2025).  Black family income has bal-
looned over 300% from 1975 to 1990
and the rate of Blacks completing col-
lege has far outpaced the overall popu-
lation - resulting into higher paying pro-
fessional, medical and computer-relat-
ed careers.  By some estimates, 1 in 6
Black families earn more than $50,000
annually and over 1 in 20 Black indi-
viduals make $50,000 or more.

1999:   - 34.5 million Blacks in 
America- Representing 12.7%
- 13.5% of  U.S. population

2010:   - 40.1 million Blacks in 
America - Representing 
13.5% - 14.0% of  U.S. population

(U.S. Census Bureau, American 
Demographics, ADV)

UT

Becoming a Man: Defining Manhood
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the moment, not seeing
a future in intimate rela-
tionships, and attaining
pleasure at a whim.  The
result is that sexual rela-
tionships become pres-
sure-filled transactions.  

It is important to understand that "gaming"
on one another is a major characteristic in
at-risk sexual behavior within this popula-
tion.  For young males, the payoff from "the
game" is clear - inclusion and prestige in
the peer group, as well as the opportunity
to have sex.  

The definition of manhood and its associat-
ed gender roles impacts young men's sex-
uality and intimate relationships.
Understanding this connection can help
public health agencies and youth-service
providers to better communicate issues of
manhood, healthy sexuality, and the choic-
es, decisions, consequences, and respon-
sibilities urban males encounter.

We must further explore the issue of young
males sanctioning the behaviors of their
peers - other young males.  By under-
standing the complex interactions between
manhood, peer influences and sexuality,
we can: (1) begin to include and involve
young males in the dialogue and debate
around solving the problems in their com-
munities; (2) gain a better understanding of
the issues affecting young males and their
sexual decisions; and (3) define and devel-
op effective communication strategies to
increase awareness around the choices
and consequences unique to young men. 

Some of the most
prevalent issues facing
young urban males
today involve their indi-
vidual sense of man-
hood.  MEE's research
shows that a teen
male's view of what it means to be "a man"
is strongly influenced by his worldview and
his experiences with his peers and his
sexuality. 

Many young urban males are placed in the
precarious situation of defining manhood
without the sustained presence of positive
adult male role models and mentors.  In
addition, these young men are surrounded
by a variety of unhealthy influences that
may inhibit them from enacting "traditional"
males roles.  They are dealing with adult
issues well before their time, are over-
whelmed by messages of hopelessness,
and feel that there is no real seat for them
at America's table.  Their world is one of
limited options and often-misdirected
anger, with few opportunities for healthy
emotional venting.

Young urban males - trying to balance the
street or peer ideal of being "the man" with
society's notion of being "a man" - find that
the two appear very different and incompat-
ible.  Moreover, inherent in the balancing act
is that neither "the man" nor "a man" is truly
well defined for young urban males.  

Society's definition of "a man" (responsibil-
ity to family and community, respect, lead-
ership, and strength) takes on different
meanings when applied to images and
ideals of being "the man."  Both include
many of the same characteristics, such as
strength and respect, but to be "the man,"
you must obtain and flaunt material items
and money, and "be a playa," one who has 
more than one girlfriend or sex partner.
This interpretation of manhood many times
results in unhealthy behavior that translates
strength and courage into power and con-
trol over peers and females, and translates
respect into violence, including domination,
control and abuse.

One of the most important themes MEE
has uncovered in urban teen reality is the
"game-like" nature of sexual relationships.
The "game" is played by using others for
sexual or material gratification without
forming any emotional attachment. This
behavior is exemplified by youth living for

i In ground-zero neighborhoods,
Penn sociologist Dr. Elijah
Anderson writes in his new book,
"Code of the Streets," respect on
the street is viewed as a form of
social capital, a shot of self-esteem
that is hard to obtain in any other
way.  Respect is gained by having
money, enough cash to style in a lux-
ury vehicle, buy designer clothes
and spend on your girl.  Threats of
violence also garner respect; the one
who's the baddest gets the most
"juice." In the 'hood, drugs beget
money, and guns beget juice or
respect.  

(Philadelphia Inquirer)



What’sNext... 
Coming to you in the next issue of UrbanTrends...

More Than A Game: Black College Football

URBAN RADIO DISC JOCKEYS... A POWERFUL
MESSAGE SENDER

CULTURAL INSIGHTS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS

COMMUNICATING WITH BLACK WOMEN

ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING:  
WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND
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Black College Football has been a mainstay
for many African American communities
throughout the United States for decades.
For many years, Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs) served as the
only educational institutions available to
people of color.  There is a large concentra-
tion of HBCUs in the southern states that
are known for being strong in tradition,
community and family.  In many southern
areas, HBCUs have become heavily inter-
twined with the community through their
rich history, financial support, employment
opportunities, academic endeavors and
social activities.  These relationships lead to
the community having a sense of owner-
ship with the HBCU.  With this ownership,
comes the desire to support and be a part
of their various activities, in particular Black
College Football.

African Americans who participate in the
tradition of Black College Football do it
because it is a rejuvenating, lively experi-
ence where they can fellowship with friends
and family, enjoy good food and most
importantly, watch the marching bands.
For youth participants, the games allow
them to enter into the dating scene by
meeting and greeting one another in a
relaxed, yet sociable, environment.
Attendees can be current students, alumni,
visiting relatives, university employees, or
community residents.  The common bond
for everyone is that this experience pro-
vides him or her with a sense of belonging
to a unique element of African American
culture.  

Black College Football game activities
begin on the morning of the football game
and go on through the night.  The most
anticipated entertainment is the perfor-
mance of the college's band.  When the
band comes on, "It’s Show Time."

Attendees are guaranteed a high stepping,
rhythmic performance filled with "call and
response," oldies, but goodies, the latest
hits and a "surprise" by each band that
often "rocks the house."  Certain HBCU
bands have become so popular that when
the teams play against one another, the
bands' performances are touted as "The
Battle of the Bands."  

The performance of the college's cheer-
leaders and dance troupes bring an addi-
tional allure to the game.  The entertain-
ment value is further heightened during the
college's homecoming game.  During the
homecoming weekend, the games are
accentuated by alumni gatherings and 
various student-sponsored social events
that bring old and new friends together.

The games are also very inviting because
they are usually at a low cost, which allows
people from varying age groups and eco-
nomic backgrounds the opportunity to
attend and enjoy the day's events.  People
will follow their local teams game by game,
from city to city, even as far as the champi-
onship playoffs.  It is not unusual for fans to
gather in cars, vans and buses with their

friends and families to travel for hundreds of
miles to see their team play in the division
playoffs.  These outings are seen as a time
to showcase their team spirit, to meet up
with rival teams and engage in friendly, 
competitive banter, and socialize with other
Black College Football supporters.

Today, this tradition of Black College
Football has evolved into a much celebrat-
ed pre- and post-game experience packed
with musical and social gatherings from one
day to the next.  The popularity of the Black
College Football experience has led to the
creation of regional football "classics."  

These "classics" are held every year
throughout various cities between specific
teams, regardless of their ranking or divi-
sion.  The teams that are chosen for the
"classics" are often those that have a histo-
ry of rivalry between them, and those with a
strong alumni presence.  Organizations
now sponsor these "classics" and promote
them as positive events where African
Americans can come together and cele-
brate Black College Football while reuniting
with old friends and meeting friends for the
future.

November 1999 Black College 
Football Homecoming Schedule

Saturday, November 6, 1999
School Opponent Kickoff Time
Howard          South Carolina State              1:00p
Norfolk State       Morgan State            1:30p
Prairie View A&M    Arkansas-Pine Bluff         2:00p
Tennessee State     Tennessee Tech     6:00p
Texas Southern  Jackson State           8:00p

Saturday, November 13, 1999
Johnson C. Smith    Virginia Union          1:30p

Thursday, November 25, 1999
Alabama State      Tuskegee                1:00p
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Oral Communications 
Culture
The key ingredient, which distinguishes
African Americans from the main-
stream, is their reliance on an oral com-
munications structure.  These unique
communication dynamics cannot be
overlooked in devising successful cam-
paign strategies. African Americans
have distinct communication styles and
interpret messages based on their own
worldview, which often differs consider-
ably from the mainstream.  The key fea-
tures of the oral communication focus are:

·  a shared experience among message 

senders and receivers;
· argument/counter-argument is an 

accepted and necessary part of the 
message-acceptance process; and 

· therefore, the message sender must 
be prepared to refute such challenges 
when developing its media strategies, 
including incorporating the counter-
argument process within its media 
advertising.
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